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Hassan is the principal of White Swans High School. He supports 

multiculturalism and has tremendous respect for all cultures and diversity. 

His school reflects his principles. Which one of the following is NOT an 

example of Hassan’s principles?

A. Make reading material on diverse cultures available for everyone 

to read as a part of the instruction

B. Hold discussions on the benefit of stereotyping people from 
diverse backgrounds

C. Invite local communities to participate in school cultural 

activities

D. Arrange for visits to cultural events and places of heritage



Correct Answer: Option B -Hold discussions on the benefit of 

stereotyping people from diverse backgrounds

Indicator: 1.1.3.1 Demonstrate respect for cultural and other 
diversities within the school community.



Najma is about to introduce a new concept in the class. She decides to 

present the facts on a PowerPoint slideshow. She informs her students 

that they can ask questions if they have any after the presentation. 

Which one of these approaches does she use in her class?

A. Classroom Discussion approach

B. Direct Instructions approach

C. Cooperative Learning approach

D. Problem-based approach



Correct Answer: Option A - Classroom Discussion approach

Indicator: 2.3.2.1 Integrate knowledge of different pedagogical 

approaches to teaching and learning experiences and related 
activities.



Mansour is self-reflecting in the first week of school. He aims to gain 

greater understanding of the situations. He has a clear goal of generating 

solutions and making improvements in his teaching methodologies. His 

mode of thinking for self-reflection is called _____.

A. Technological

B. Situational

C. Deliberate

D. Dialectic



Correct Answer: Option D – Dialectic

Indicator: 4.1.1.1 Reflect critically on own practice and self-assess in 

relation to appropriate professional standards.



Sadiqa, a High school principal, understands the need for assessment 

information and how it impacts curriculum creation and revision. 

Assessment information will NOT help curriculum construction in ____.

A. Identifying skill gaps

B. Making relevant change to curriculum

C. Making changes to classroom instruction

D. Appraising teachers’ performance



Correct Answer: Option D - Appraising teachers’ performance

Indicator: 3.3.2.4 Use assessment information to review and modify the 

curriculum. 



Adil works as a coach for the school football team. His son is a player 

in the football team of the school. He used the school’s funds to 

purchase football gear for the team. He also purchased gear for his 

son’s personal use as well. He paid for it himself, but used the 
discounts offered especially for the school, to pay less. Adil’s act is 

_____.

A. Unethical but he has not violated school code of conduct

B. Unethical as he violated school code of conduct

C. Neither morally wrong nor violated any school code of 

conduct

D. Ethical



Correct Answer: Option A - Unethical but he has not violated school 

code of conduct

Indicator: 1.2.1.3 Follow the organizational code of Conduct



Aftab consulted his mentor on ways to improve his teaching skills. His 

mentor advised him to use self-reflection and self-assessment to bring 

changes to his teaching practices. One of the ways in which Aftab can 

do this is _____.

A. By asking another teacher to review his or her lesson plans 

prior to instruction and provide feedback on planned 

activities and materials

B. By engaging in co-teaching with a more experienced 

teacher when introducing particularly challenging content 

to learners

C. By reviewing videotapes of his instruction with a more 
experienced teacher to identify teaching strengths and 

challenges 

D. By creating a comprehensive description of activities used 

during each grading period to submit to the department 
chairperson



Correct Answer: Option C - By reviewing videotapes of his 

instruction with a more experienced teacher to identify teaching 

strengths and challenges 



Robert teaches seventh graders and believes that the best way to 

enhance their learning experience is through self-assessment and 

learner reflection. He knows that he must NOT _______ in order to 

achieve his goal.

A. Involve learners in the development and 

comprehension of assessment criteria

B. Support the use of portfolios because it becomes the 
means through which learners can study themselves 

and their work

C. Use learner reflection for meeting learning 

objectives quickly

D. Provide opportunities for learners to monitor their 

own performance and evaluate their progress 

against specific criteria



Correct Answer: Option C - Use learner reflection for meeting 

learning objectives quickly

Indicator: 3.3.1.4 Provide opportunities for learner reflection 
and self-assessment



Saleha is a new teacher. She is still learning the importance of 

formative assessments. One of the misconceptions she has 

regarding Formative Assessments is that they are _______.

A. Meant to highlight learner needs

B. Mini-version of summative assessments

C. Meant to rely on teacher expertise

D. Supposed to encourage learners to assume greater 

responsibility for monitoring and supporting their 

own learning



Correct Answer: Option B - Mini-version of summative assessments

Indicator: 2.3.3.1 Use ongoing formative assessment to measure 

progress


